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Thunniform swimming—as displayed by tuna and mackerel—is recognized as fast and efficient.
For this study, we have retrieved the first set of high-resolution videos of tuna swimming in two
orthogonal directions in sync. From observing tuna swimming, the majority of motion happens within
posterior one-third of the body, which mainly consists of peduncle with rotational freedom and flexible
caudal fin. It has been shown that choosing the optimal flexibility for flapping aerofoil panel or
artificial fin can boost the thrust or efficiency by over 100%, due to change in fin kinematics and wake
structure. In this study, the propulsive performance of three different rectangular panels with an
aspect ratio of 2 are considered—rigid, chordwise flexible, and spanwise flexible. Free-swimming
experiments are performed in a flow tank, from which the self-propelled speed and torque are
measured in real time. From this, power and economy can be calculated as a function frequency and
amplitude inputs. High-speed videography is taken during swimming and used to reconstruct the
kinematics of the panel. With the rigid foil defining a baseline performance, the influence of chordwise
and spanwise flexibility are examined and quantified. The results highlight the significant role that
chordwise flexibility has on propulsive performance, specifically as it pertains to the economy.
Spanwise flexibility does not appear to enhance the performance.
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I. Introduction
The main function of the caudal fin of thunniform swimming fish is for propulsion1. The high aspect ratio,
lunate-shaped flexible tails of scombrid fishes such as mackerel and tuna contributed to high-speed,
economical swimming and high thrust generation with low drag cost. Simplified physical models and more
bio-inspired models have been developed to study the effects of shape and flexibility on swimming
performance2–8. It is a challenge to uncouple these two parameters in order to quantify their respective roles
in the propulsive performance. Attempts have been made to decompose underwater animal locomotion
orthogonally9,10. For more simplified models, experimental flow tunnel tests of homogenous flexible foils11–
15
exhibit a combination of chordwise and spanwise deformations but the relative contributions cannot be
determined. Additionally, the amount of flexion exhibited in either orientation is greatly influenced by the
method of attachment at the leading edge. In almost all the flow tunnel tests, the homogeneous flexible foils
exhibit dominantly chordwise flexibility, due to the common leading edge fixture method, where the leading
edge is fully mounted to the pitching/heaving rod. The previous numerical study has explored the effects of
spanwise versus chordwise flexibility of airfoil panels under low versus high Reynolds number condition16.
The simulation prescribed pitching motion with pure chordwise or spanwise flexibility by changing the fixed
boundary from leading edge to mid-span, which is challenging for real physical propulsor.
To address the challenges of these previous studies, two structurally anisotropic flexible panels have been
designed and tested. One panel achieves chordwise flexibility, and one achieves spanwise flexibility. We
focused on the steady swimming performance of the two panels and one rigid panel (as baseline case), by
measuring their self-propelled speed, power consumption and kinematics over a frequency sweep inside a
water tunnel. Using high-resolution videography, the experimental kinematics were reconstructed and used
in immersed boundary method simulations17,18 to investigate the flow structure.
We hypothesize that our anisotropic structure design can produce passive directional flexibility, without
changing kinematic boundary conditions as in the previous numerical study. Also, the resulting change in
propulsive performance will follow similar trends as in other studies of chordwise and spanwise flexibility
in the water.

II. Materials and methods
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Figure 1. Workflow

A. Orthogonal decomposition of tuna caudal fin kinematics
Body and tail kinematics from freely-swimming yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) were obtained at the
Greenfins tuna facility at the University of Rhode Island courtesy of Prof. Terry Bradley, which is the first
step of our workflow as shown in Fig. 1. Tuna swam in a 151,000-liter tank. Two synchronized Photron highspeed cameras were used to obtain high resolution (1 megapixel) dorsal and side views of the tail at 500
frames per second. As tuna moved past the side view camera and turned, we were able to obtain posterior
views showing tail curvature from behind. Additional movies at 240 fps were obtained of tuna locomotion
using iPhone 7 and GoPro Hero 4 cameras.
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To study the directional flexibility in both directions, we define the Cartesian coordinate system as shown
in Fig. 2: the fish is swimming forward in the negative x-direction; the gravity is in the negative y-direction;
the z direction is pointing towards the left side of the fish. Under such coordinate system, the chordwise
bending of the caudal fin is around the y-axis, while the spanwise bending is around the x-axis.

Figure 2. Coordinate system definition
We used Autodesk MAYA (Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA) software to trace the 2D moving
trajectory of tuna. Due to the circular shape of the tank, the tuna is maneuvering slightly. From the snapshots
at 1/6 second segment as shown in Fig. 3, we can easily observe fin bending in the chordwise direction.

Figure 3. Trajectory of tuna in tank

B. Bio-inspired panel design
In this study, we focus primarily on the effects of flexibility, so the planform shape of the panel is fixed
as a rectangular shape with span of 200 mm and chord of 100 mm. We choose this aspect ratio based on the
previous measurement of scombrid fish caudal fins19. As shown, Westneat calculated the aspect ratio of
caudal fin using the ratio of span squared to total fin area. Since we are using a rectangular panel as a
simplified model, a rectangle passing the two fin tips and the front end of caudal fin for each of the original
measurement is used as shown in Fig. 4. The aspect ratio of rectangle covering the caudal fin is then simply
the ratio of span (height of the rectangle) to chord (width of the rectangle). As shown in Fig. 5, the average
aspect ratio is 1.85 with a range of 1.22 to 2.48. We decide to choose AR = 2 for this specific study for ease
of scaling the design of the structure.
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Figure 4. Caudal fin measurement
Adapted from Westneat & Wainwright
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Figure 5. Caudal fin aspect ratio

When it comes to anisotropic flexibility, marine animals have many types of solution. For ray-fined fish,
their fins are usually skeleton-enhanced flexible panels20 that have different flexibility in parallel versus
perpendicular direction of the fin rays. As shown in Fig. 6, a tuna caudal fin is composed of fin rays and more
compliant membrane. The flexural modulus of fin rays has been determined by three-point bending tests to
be within the range of 1 to 2 GPa. Inspired by the biostructure, we designed two panels with pure chordwise
or spanwise flexibility.

Figure 6. Tuna caudal fin CT scan
Figure 7 and 8 show the design of these two panels. In both cases, the main structure of panel is divided
into five equally spaced sections in the flexible direction; two lightly colored sections have 1/6 thickness of
the dark-colored sections, which theoretically should result in 216 times more deflection under the same load
condition. The structure with dimensions listed in Table 1 is then printed using ABS plastic material with a
flexural modulus of 1.65 to 2.1 GPa.
To allow flexibility in both direction, we employ a modified method to attach the panel to the driving rod.
As shown in Fig. 7, 8 and 9, we use an additional fixture part to fix the mid 20 percent of mid-span and
leading edge, so that the rest of the panel is free to bend under load.
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Table 1. Dimensions of structure design
Property
Measurement (mm)
Chord c
100
Span s
200
Segment in Chord Direction
20
Segment in Span Direction
40
Thickness t (Darker)
1.5
Thickness t (Lighter)
0.25

Figure 7. Chordwise flexible design

Figure 9. Spanwise flexible design

Figure 8. Panel fixture attached to rod

C. Water tunnel experimental setup
As depicted in Fig. 10, the system is a “water treadmill” based on a flow tunnel with changeable flow
speed. The peduncle fixture is driven by a rod with a radius of 0.25 inch attached to a smart servo motor
which operates in the optimal range of 0 to 3 Hz. When servo motor rotates, the panel generates a fish-taillike oscillation which produces thrust. If the thrust equals the drag produced by the incoming flow, the panel
stays swimming steadily, which is indicated by the laser distance reading on the user interface. Otherwise,
the oscillating panel either moves forward or backward on the frictionless rail sustained by air-bearings.
The servo motor is connected to custom LabVIEW programs (National Instruments Crop., Austin, TX,
USA), so that we can control the frequency and amplitude of pitching motion. The servo motor has a builtin torque sensor also connected through LabVIEW, so that we can measure the power consumption of servo
motor by integrating the product of torque and arm over time.
A sequence of tests are run using the input parameters shown in Table 2, and servo torque and angular
speed, and self-propelling speed of panels are recorded.
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Figure 10. Flow tunnel setup
Table 2. Input and Output of Tests
Rigid
Chordwise
Input: Frequency f (0.25 Hz increment) 0.5 to 2.5 Hz
0.5 to 2.0 Hz
Input: Amplitude A
30 deg on each side
Output: Servo torque 𝜏
Output: Servo angular speed 𝜔
Output: Self-propelling speed U

Spanwise
1 to 2.25 Hz

D. Kinematic reconstruction and CFD simulation
The panel kinematics inside the water tunnel is recorded as 60 fps videos, then imported into Autodesk
MAYA software for reconstruction. Since each panel only demonstrates flexibility in one or fewer directions,
we can reconstruct the motion using a 2d image sequence. As shown in Fig. 12, adding chordwise flexibility
causes slight bending, which reduces trailing edge tip-to-tip amplitude compared to the rigid case in Fig. 11.
Similarly, in Fig. 13, spanwise flexibility results in bending of the top and bottom edges of the panel, while
the mid-span stays the same.

Figure 13. Rigid kinematics
(top view)

Figure 12. Chordwise flexible
kinematics (top view)

Figure 11. Spanwise flexible
kinematics (back view)

III. Results
A. Passive fin bending observed from videos
There are many ways to define the amount of fin bending. Here we use the curvature method, which
requires tracking of 3 points, as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. We break the video into images sequences
using Adobe Photoshop and import images into MATLAB for tracking purpose. For the top view, we choose
the start, middle and end point of the caudal fin, while for back view, we choose the top, center and bottom
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point of the caudal fin. As long as the 3 points are not in one straight line, center location and radius of one
and only circle can be determined. We also assign positive(negative) sign to the curvature value if the circle
is on the left(right) side of the fish body.

Figure 14. Chordwise curvature calculation

Figure 15. Spanwise curvature calculation
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Figure 16. Chordwise curvature and
angular velocity
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If we plot tail motion and curvature data over the same time axis, we find out there is a time lag between
flapping motion and curvature, close to half cycle in both chordwise and spanwise views as shown in Fig. 16
& 17. This lag means when the tuna moves its caudal fin from left to right, the fin bends passively towards
left, and vice versa.

Velocity

Figure 17. Spanwise curvature and
angular velocity

Now if we compare the extent of bending by combining the two curvature plots as shown in Fig. 18, we
find out that the caudal fin bends more in chordwise than spanwise direction.
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Figure 18. Chordwise versus spanwise curvature
B. Structural performance of panels
To validate that the bio-inspired structure does provide directional flexibility, we run finite element
analysis (FEA) simulation on both flexible designs using Autodesk Inventor. The material properties are set
as standard ABS plastics in Autodesk Material Library. Two point loads are exerted on the center of the top
and bottom edge, while the mid-fifth of leading edge is fixed with cantilever beam condition.

Figure 19. FEA simulation of chordwise
flexbile panel

Figure 20. FEA simulation of spanwise
flexbile panel

From the FEA results, we find out that the two panels show obvious directional flexibility as shown in
Fig. 19 & 20, under the same boundary and load conditions. The properties in quasi-static test also exist in
dynamic loading condition during the water tunnel test. We measured the tip-to-tip amplitude over the
frequency range, and discovered there is a decreasing trend in tip amplitude for the chordwise flexible
panel as shown in Fig. 21, while both the rigid and spanwise flexible panels show no decrease in tip
amplitude.
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Figure 21. Tip amplitude vs. frequency
C. Propulsive performance: speed and efficiency
As mentioned earlier, the main input parameters to the tests are amplitude and frequency. Experiments
using the three panels were performed with the frequency varied from 0.5 up to 2.5 Hz for the same input
amplitude. The self-propelling speed was recorded and the results are shown in Fig. 22a. Compared to the
rigid panel, there are clear disadvantages to having spanwise flexibility. The swimming speed attained at all
frequencies is lower than that of the rigid foil. Chordwise flexibility does not improve swimming speed
performance.
During the self-propelling tests, we measure the average power consumption by:
𝑃 = 𝜏𝜔
̅̅̅̅
⑴
Then economy is calculated by:
𝑃
𝐶𝑜𝑇 =
⑵
𝑈
When one now looks at the economy, it is clear that flexibility becomes important to performance. Fig
22b presents economy data for the three foils. It is clear that chordwise flexibility significantly increases
economy of swimming—in some cases as much as 300%. Conversely, spanwise flexibility appears to be
slightly detrimental to the swimming economy, coming very close to the economy of the rigid foil. By
examining the Strouhal number, the chordwise flexible foil allows the artificial propulsor to operate in a
range that produces efficient propulsion. As shown in Fig 22c, the rigid case shows increasing Strouhal
number as frequency increases, while adding chordwise flexibility can keep the Strouhal number within the
efficient region (0.2 < St < 0.4). Strouhal number is defined as:
𝑓𝐴
𝑆𝑡 =
⑶
𝑈
Last, the overall trend of economy versus Strouhal number, as shown in Fig. 22d is very similar compared
to others’ findings.
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Figure 22. Flow tunnel test results
D. Flow structure
Using reconstructions of the kinematics from the tests, preliminary computational simulations to calculate
the vortex flow structures were carried out. Using the immersed boundary method17,18, we can determine the
magnitude and time history of the hydrodynamic forces generated by the pitching panels. These preliminary
results highlight some interesting features in the flow field that may explain the differences in performance
measured experimentally. Take one frame as shown in Fig. 23 for example, adding chordwise flexibility
reduces the amount of smaller-scale vortices, which have much less contribution to generating thrust
compared to the large horseshoe vortex rings shed from the oscillating trailing edge.

Rigid, 𝐴 = 30°, 𝑓 = 2 𝐻𝑧, begin of 4th cycle

Chordwise, 𝐴 = 30°, 𝑓 = 2 𝐻𝑧, begin of 4th cycle

Figure 23. Flow structure of rigid vs. chordwise case
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We look at the spanwise vortices surrounding the panel at the equivalent time frames for both rigid and
chordwise flexible case, as shown in Fig. 24. We observe that the vortices are more concentrated and closer
to the panel when we add the chordwise flexibility.

Figure 24. Vortex attachment of rigid vs. chordwise case

IV. Discussion
A. Effects of anisotropic flexibility on kinematics
Using the anisotropic panel design, we can achieve pure chordwise or spanwise flexibility without
changing the boundary fixture condition. Given the current structure design and material properties,
chordwise flexibility keeps the spans including trailing edge vertically straight, while reducing the horizontal
tip amplitude as frequency increases. On the other hand, spanwise flexibility keeps the chords including top
and bottom edge horizontally straight, while reducing the tip amplitude near the top and bottom edges.
However, if we only look at the midspan of the spanwise flexible case, the amplitude stays same for Strouhal
number calculation.
B. Effects of anisotropic flexibility on propulsive performance
Our results agree with previous numerical work16, that chordwise flexibility increases the efficiency of
pitching panels, while spanwise flexibility decreases both thrust and efficiency. Our conclusion is backed not
only by water tunnel measurement, but also by preliminary CFD flow visualization showing that chordwise
flexibility results in cleaner flow structure and better vortex attachment.
C. Comparison to live tuna
As we observed in real tuna kinematics, there is a greater degree of chordwise bending compared to
spanwise, which suggest that overall the anisotropic flexibility should enhance the propulsive efficiency of
tuna caudal fin. We are still making a lot of assumptions at the early state: we use a rectangular panel instead
of a shape closer to biology; we isolate the directional flexibility instead of combining; the fin-ray inspired
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structure is coarser than biology; the leading edge motion is pure pitching. In future work, we plan to make
modification in these aspects, and study the effects of anisotropic flexibility in a more bio-mimetic setup.

V. Conclusion
Using simplified models, we succeed in isolating directional flexibility and study their effects on
swimming performance. Results show that chordwise flexibility improved the swimming performance of a
free-swimming panel compared to a rigid one. For future studies, more bio-fidelity models with 3D complex
geometry and deformation must be studied, in order to fully understand the biomechanics and fluid dynamics
behind fish swimming.
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